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Rhian Williams

No-one remembers now how The War began; a conflict
that swept through the multiverse all those aeons ago.
What madness could overtake both people and Gods
in such a way? Who indeed started the whole thing off ?
Did Fantasy turn on Science Fiction –or Scyfy launch an
attack on their fellow travellers in the Fantastic… What
old and ancient enmity could give rise to such antipathy?
Still it continues. A struggle without end; a war where
no quarter was given, no peace declared, no coherent
argument marshalled. They fought on, over a dwindling
readership, as two bald men over a comb.
The 21st century had reached its second decade and
it was the turn of the Fantasy camp to be jubilant. Their
fortifications were impressive; walls buttressed by seemingly
endless vampire novels, boy wizards and door-stop trilogies.
They jeered at their opponents from their high ground,
watching their enemy destroy itself from within.
“Come and have a go, muggles!” they shouted.
“Not another f#@?ing elf!” came the expected retort.
Despite their bravado, the SciFi camp was in a
desperate state. Already their more capable commanders
(Ballard, Vonnegut, Atwood) had defected to the
mainstream. The rest of the troops were coalescing
into factions: Hard SF boys were engaged in a battle for
control with the partisans of New Weird and PostCyber.
In a corner of the camp –rusting– the Steampunk engines
lay, waiting for a decision to be made. Trekkies sulked.
Every year their ranks dwindled even as the number of
fan events and conventions rose.
“But it is all about the science, it’s even in the
bloody title!”
“No! How can you be so witless? It’s all about
characters and emotions and…”
“Piss off and write romance stories for Woman’s
Realm, then!”
“Ooh! That’s just typical that is! You and your
endless regurgitations of quantum theory, mundane
science and global bleeding, bloody warming. Why can’t
you just dream a dream?”
“I almost did, because you’re sending me to
sleep.”
“Philistine.”
“Wanker.”
In the middle distance the neutrals prepared for
the battle to come. They were the mercenaries, belonging
to both camps and none: The Bizarros, the Warhammer
40,000 novels, the Young Adult Fiction and the other
shiftless flotsam of the continent of Literata. It was a
land with no Borders, a voracious Amazon and a lot of
tumbling Waterstones.
“Will they ever sort out these pointless arguments
about the nature and intrinsic character of their genres,
daddy?” said a cute little blonde-headed child, looking
with big, saucer-like eyes at her genetically designated
adult. Some distance away, the battle raged.
“No, kid. I don’t think so. Not until the fantasy
camp realise they’re just peddling magic realism with it’s
brains kicked out and the SciFi gangs find a way to be
friends again.”
“Oh. And daddy, does Pukka Tukka: Jamie
Oliver’s Story go with the cookbooks or the biographies?”
“Now, let’s not start that one again…”
TO BE CONTINUED (ad nauseam)
[A version of this Article is available at: http://
floppybootstomp.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/war-ofthe-world-builers/ ] r

“It’s been a while.”
The voice came out of the darkness, followed by
an exhalation of air and a stream of dirty white smoke.
Harry heard the flutter of wings, and caught the slight
bounce of light as Jack came out of the alley, cigarette
in one spindly hand, the other dug deep into the pocket
of a brown mac. He scratched his forehead with the
same hand, brushing lank bits of blue hair to the side.
“Yeah, well, needs must,” Harry said, looking
around before stepping deeper into the shadows.
“What needs are those then?
Back on the dust, Harry? What colour?”
“I’m clean. Don’t want anything either.”
“I’m not selling,” Jack lied. He dropped the
butt of his cigarette to the floor and stubbed it out,
the callouses on the soles of his feet stopping any
pain the burning embers could’ve caused. Years of
smoking did that, ruined a fairies fingers and feet.
There was a crash, a scream, then a cackle of
laughter, the loud noises sending Harry into the air, his
wings working hard. Jack reached one long arm out to
grab a thin leg and pull Harry back down to the ground.
“It’s just some girls outside the Lion. Probably
dropped their drinks,” he muttered, “stay and tell me
what you have to sell.”
Harry settled on the pavement, breathing hard,
even more skittish.
“Socks mostly,” Harry asked, trying to keep his
voice above a whisper. “And a scarf.”
“Let’s see then,” Jack urged, gesturing with
a hand. Harry took another look around the dark, the
shadows the empty market stalls created unnerved him a
little, but he needed to do this. Needed the money, it had
just been a long time since he’d done anything like this
with any dust in his system, without chemical confidence.
“Harry,” the other fairy snapped and Harry
jumped into action, unwrapping the frayed rope from
around his waist to loosen the pouch dangling at his hip.
He opened it up and pulled out a sock, twice the size of
himself, the material expanding as it left the pouch. He
struggled to hold it up, and keep it from touching the floor
and keep the red and green sock clean. It was patterned
with Christmas trees and Jack smirked as he inspected it.
“They all got holes in them?” Jack asked, smirking
again when Harry nodded. “You don’t like doing this
anymore do you?”
Harry frowned and started to stuff the sock back
into the pouch, cursing under his breath when there was
a little resistance. His magic wasn’t what it used to be.
“I never liked doing this,” Harry hissed in reply, “but
there’s not much legitimate work for a fairy who can’t
stay in the air for longer than ten fucking minutes!”
Jack laughed. “Didn’t know you were such a
human-hugger.”
“I’m not, I’m not,” he snapped, “just don’t like
stealing. From fairies or humans. Taking stuff that’s ready
to get tossed, makes it more... marginally fucking better
for me.”
Jack was still grinning at him. “You used to do
worse things,” he pointed out.
“Used to.”
“Trying to atone?”
“Trying to survive right now. Atonement can
come when I have a fucking job,”
Jack laughed again, then coughed hard. “I’ve
missed you Harry.”
- continued on Page 6

Apocalypse Cliché

James Worrad and Dan Gilbert
The Man and the Woman stared through the plexiglass window of the bunker. Outside, the mushroom
cloud filled the sky. No-one else had made it to safety.
“This is it, then,” the woman said. “It’s finally
happened.”
“I... guess so,” said the man.
The woman shivered.
“I…” She shook her head. “So… what’s your
name?”
“Adam,” the man replied. “Yours?”
She turned and looked at him.
“Eve,” she said.
Silent, they gazed at one another.
BANG.
The man and woman were torn in half, their
bodies slapping onto the concrete floor.
“Bernard,” said a man with a smoking shotgun
in his hands.
He closed the hatchway behind him and started
looking for food. r
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Editorial
As Chief Editor, it is my pleasure to welcome readers to the first ever issue of The Speculator. Here
you will find the work of 17 writers and a number of artists with a connection to Leicester’s foremost
(and only) SF/Fantasy and Speculative Fiction writer’s group; The Speculators. It is a showcase
of our work, our imagination and our love of the craft of writing. I see it as a democratic project,
one to give an outlet for every writer in the group. All Speculators who submitted were guaranteed
to get at least one story in print. Perhaps it was a rash promise, but the result has vindicated this
approach: it provided an outstanding body of work. This is a collaboration I’m proud to stand by
and add my name to. In short, it is a collection of quality writing, something to appeal to all devotees
of genre fiction. I hope that readers will enjoy, comment and participate with us (perhaps buying
a thirsty editor a well-deserved pint at Alt.Fiction). In any event, we look forward to your feedback.
Many people deserve credit for making this speculative broadsheet a reality; Jay Eales, who did all
the IT and technical stuff, Rob Hibbert for his work on the illustrations, Maria for her photographs, all the
contributors who braved the crazy deadlines. But the individual who has done the most to bring this project
to fruition is Damien G Walter. It was Damien’s class on writing SF and Fantasy fiction where the founders
of The Speculators met. It was at his instigation that the group was founded and it is his skill in acquiring
funding that allows this very ‘creature’ to be printed. To pluck an awkward analogy from the air, he is our
Dr Frankenstein, creating his monster out of various writers’ parts. I, as his faithful Igor, have stitched
The Speculator together and pulled the heavy, corroded lever in the lab so that inspiration’s lightning bolt
can bring the cadaver to life. But it’s Damien’s genius that directed it all. If he now stands on a rain-lashed
promontory, laughing like a madman at the vagaries of fate, he’s earned it. It is his moment to savour.
As for me, I formally retire as editor after this issue. I shall hand over the reins to the next
Speculator to do with as they will. Every one of my fellow ‘Speccies’ deserves a chance to take on the
editorial reins and improve on my efforts. You’ll have fun doing it (I did). So go on then guys, surprise me.

Daniel Ribot
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If you enjoyed this inaugural issue of The
Speculator, we’d love to hear from you.
Particularly if you’d like to see more. We’ve
been able to put this issue together thanks to the
generosity of the Literature Network, but if you
want to see more, it’ll cost ya... But you know
what they say about the first hit being free...

THE SPECULATORS

Writing and Meditation Events

replied.

Catherine Digman

Once a month, a group of writers gather at the Friends’
Meeting House in Leicester*, the group includes anyone
from beginners to professional writers, across a wide
range of styles and genres.
Led by ordained Buddhists from the Triratna
Buddhist Community, they do a series of traditional
meditations, before working on themed writing exercises
and their own writing projects.
Although Writing and Meditation Events are
rare in the UK, despite the long established link between
both disciplines. Many Japanese Zen Buddhists practice
Shodo, a type of calligraphy, as a form of meditation.
We are a lot less fussy about our handwriting, but the act
of meditating does put the mind in the perfect state for
writing, enabling us to order ideas clearly and see our own
thoughts objectively.
One of the most important aspects of Buddhist
Meditation is training the mind to exist in the moment,
rather than the past or the future or ‘anywhere else’. This
helps us enjoy the process of creative writing as an end in
itself, which paradoxically leads to better writing.
A curious side-effect of meditation is that it can
open up normally dormant bits of our minds. Many
famous writers have experimented with drugs to achieve
this effect, but meditation is a slightly more wholesome
way of getting there! The retreat is open to anyone who
wants to delve into their subconscious and discover their
inner Aldous Huxley, Hunter S Thompson, Jack Kerouac,
Philip K Dick, or whoever may be in there... ...you never
know, you might even find your uber-self.
* The Friends’ Meeting House, 16 Queens Road,
Leicester LE2 1WP
For details see Facebook group “Writing &
Meditation Events”. Or contact cdigman@gmail.com r

No Class
Daniel Ribot

“Can I go and stay at Janet’s house tonight, mum?”
“No.”
“But Janet’s mum said it would be OK and
me and Janet have a project to do for biology and…”
“I’ve told you once.”
“Awww! But she’s my bezzie mate!”
“She’s your best friend. ‘Bezzie mate’ is what the
educationally subnormal say.”
“But I am educationally subnormal!”
“No you’re not. You have all the genetic
enhancements available for superior cognitive
development. You are a super-genius. It cost your father
and I a pretty penny to get you these advantages, young
lady, so stop being so silly.”
“You’re a horrible poo-monster.”
“Now, Anna, I understand that one of the side
effects of supra-intelligent children is the amount of
extra emotional input they require from their parents.
But you are pushing the boundaries of attention-seeking
too far, young lady. So don’t swear at me again, OK?”
“You’re horrible, I hate you!”
“It’s not nice to talk like that to your own mother.
I do, however, understand. In time you will grow out of
these infantile mood-swings and employ a more reasoned
method of argumentation. In the meantime, please refrain
from throwing a tantrum if at all possible. I’m really busy
today and can’t spare the time. Go into the conservatory and
listen to your Mozart. You love Mozart, don’t you, Anna?”
“No! I’m going to listen to the GFXH chart!
Really, really loud!”
“Don’t you dare listen to those vulgar, socially
indeterminate slouchers!”
“No Fair! You don’t know what they’re like!”
“I’m sorry, Anna. I was a little unfair to those
nice pop stars wasn’t I? I’m sure a lot of them are from
perfectly good homes and just as enhanced as we are.
It’s just that they pretend to be so… common. I get
your rebellion against authority, I really do. But it’s
just a phase that all one-year olds go through. Sorry,
Anna, but there will be no pop music in this house.”
“Puh! Going sleepy-byes now.”
“Of course, sweetie. Don’t forget to plug yourself
in.” r

The Last
Phillip Irving

Angela left the cabin many years ago. He doesn’t know
where she went. The snowy wastes beyond are far from
finite and yet he knows that, were he to really look,
he could find her. He chooses not to. Not because he
doesn’t want to, but because it’s his choice. And, perhaps,
because it was hers.
The barometer, a brass needle mounted securely
on a warm teak backboard, indicates fine snow, as it has
for months, perhaps years. The landscape beyond the
window is white and dark and beautiful. The moon silvers
the snow and casts beams in through the panes that are
like marble shafts, even despite the torches’ constant
glow. It is perfect. It has always been perfect.
He sits back, nestling into the comfort of the
huge reclining leather armchair that has borne him for
the last many years, and tries to recall just how many
years that many has been. He finds that he can’t, or he
doesn’t want to, or that both ideas are the same. There is
no television. A painting hangs above the log fire, a large
rendition of an old English cathedral with a rainbow in
the background, and a moody sky above, with a stream
in the foreground and people, and a dog. He knows that
he liked the painting very much when he was alive. He
cannot remember what it was called, or who painted it.
He casts his mind back, to before he was alone;
tries to plumb depths he cannot fathom. He remembers
the gathering. He remembers the first of them.
A fine, snowy day. One among many. He sat on
the bench that looked from the front porch out over
the wastes, watched a young Chinaman come into view
above the line of the snowdrift directly below. The
Chinaman was tired and lost and stumbled as the old
man, seated comfortably, his dog at his side, looked on.
The Chinaman wore a t-shirt and shorts, sandals on his
feet, skin blue with cold, and shivering. The old man felt
no compulsion to help. Before long, he knew, the young
man would learn that there was no need for cold here.
They all learned, sooner or later, as they passed. Here,
there was no need for anything at all.
The Chinaman reached the stoop and looked up,
imploring, at the old man.
‘Please, help,’ he said, his expression resigned, not
knowing yet that language had no meaning here; that he
had been understood. The old man stood, walked to the
door, opened it and beckoned him up.
‘There’s a fire burnin’. Make yerself comfortable,’
he said. The Chinaman took the stairs two at a time. He
ran headlong to the fire and for a moment the old man
felt the memory of alarm stirring within him, wondered
what would happen if he pitched himself into it, even
in this place. But the Chinaman stopped short, squatted
before it and warmed himself, hands outstretched as
though to try its limits. Moments passed. The Chinaman’s
colour returned. He looked to the old man.
‘You speak Mandarin?’ he asked.
‘No more’n you speak American,’ the old man

‘I don’t speak American. But this... isn’t Mandarin
either, is it?’
‘No sir. I’m guessing you’re new here.’ Angela was
stirring upstairs. Always eager to see visitors when they
passed by. Always more sociable. Always more alive.
‘Yes, I’m new. And... there are others. So many
others.’
‘Sure does always seem that way. What happened?
Plane crash? Train? Boat sink.’
‘I’m not sure,’ the Chinaman said. ‘I... I think –’
‘Hello!’ Angela said. She was radiant. She was
always radiant. Sometimes the old man wondered if that
was part of being here. Wondered if he looked the same
way to her. Somehow doubted it. ‘Can I fix you some
tea?’
‘Thank you,’ the Chinaman said, and the old man
saw the look, the same look they always gave her, even
here, in his own house.
‘Me too, Ange,’ he said, careful not to be sharp,
knowing how she hated it when he was sharp.
‘Three then,’ she said, and she smiled, and the
room lit up a jot, and the old man looked to the Chinaman,
saw that he’d seen it too. She went to the kitchen, left the
men alone.
‘That’s my woman,’ he said, not possessively. It
was redundant, he knew, but he felt it needed to be said.
Just in case. It always needed to be said.
‘She’s very beautiful,’ the Chinaman said. ‘I didn’t
have a wife.’
‘Never too old to start,’ the old man said, ‘and
ain’t that the truth.’
There was a ruminative silence as they both
digested the other’s sentiment. The old man’s point was
made, there was no need for further recriminations. The
Chinaman seemed nice, he thought. Perhaps he’d stay a
while, till he found his feet.
Then, just like that, like it had waited for its
moment to cross the threshold, they noticed the noise.
It had been with them for some time, accompanying
the soft pop and hiss of the fireplace, but too soft to be
recognised as a sound in its own right, but once they had
registered it, it became all they could hear. What began
as a murmur of voices swelled quickly into the roar of a
crowd. Angela walked through from the kitchen, teapot
hanging from one of the fingers of her hand. The three
of them walked toward the door as though fearful.
‘I told you,’ the Chinaman said, ‘there are others.’
And there were. The old man walked onto his porch to
see that the empty snow of the wasteland was vanished
from sight; all that he could see were faces upon faces, all
colours, all shapes, all ages and sizes, stretching off into
the distance, as far as his weak eyes could see. Further,
maybe. The noise was incomprehensibly vast. The old
man faltered as the first of them reached his steps,
fearful suddenly for his presence here, for his peace.
The noise was constantly changing but, punctuating the
din, came clear and harrowing sounds. Wailing prevailed.
Sobs interspersed the wails. Everywhere there were the
twin voices of sorrow and of comfort. Humanity was
here, the old man saw, and it was overwhelming. And, all
around, it spoke of loss.
One by one they came to the door, and one by
one it was his wife that greeted them. He stayed inside,
by the fire, with his dog beneath his knees, so it was to
her that they told their stories, and to her they gave their
thanks. They came to her with wild and haunted eyes and
they left with smiles about their lips. They told her of the
war that came, came so suddenly it seemed to hardly have
happened at all, and then they were here. They were all
here.
‘Is anybody left?’ she asked, and they told her no.
There was nobody left. There was nobody left at all.
And after a time, and he does not know how
much time, only that it was the longest time, the last of
them left.
And, after a time longer, their dog at her side, so
did she.
Because she said she didn’t see the point of it
any more. Because there was nothing left, she’d said.
Because there was nothing left to remember.
But he remembers. He remembers, and so she is
wrong. And the fire crackles, and, outside, the snow falls.
It falls gently, quietly, like soft tears. r

Weed

Jon Vagg
Jammy and Rob are okay friends. They come round, we
have a couple spliffs and sometimes they bring a bottle.
It’s a good way to wake up in the morning cos it makes
me forget what I was gonna do. All the people bangin on
about how I’m sposed to do this and that and get straight
and Get On In Life. What do they know. I’m ADHD and
paranoid and depressed and fuked up so I’ve got no life
to get on with.
One day they come round they are already high
and giggling. They say they got this new legal high wot
come in from Asia. Think they said Asia. Maybe Fushia?
Future? I dunno. Looks like bush but it is silver. I say my
mum says if it is silver it got radiation in it. Absorbs it.
Like lungwort. She does gardening and knows stuff. But
we spliff it up and smoke it anyway.
Makes me go spangly like the times I done pills.
Makes me feel real connected to the earth under the
foundations of the house under the paving stones outside
and even the crappy old spider plant wot is in the kitchen
on the window ledge suddenly seems like it’s taking up
the hole window.
Jammy sez he wants to go outside. He wants to go
out and walk in the park and hug the trees and stuff. So we
go the park, feeling spangly and lookin at the weeds in the
gardens and the hedges by the roads as if they are girls. I
can see their buds like titties and the sap rising up stems
and the chemical wot I forgot the name of in the green
leaves and the seeds of dandy lions dancing in the air.
When we get to the park Rob does his nasty laff
cos it look like Jammy is fukin the tree not huggin it.
Maybe he is. But I can feel the hole tree, roots under the
ground and everything as well as the trunk and branches
and leaves. Massive.
Pollen make me sneeze but when the sneeze
comes out its glittery like the glitter powder girls use on
their faces when they go clubbin. And when I get up off
the ground the grass is bigger where I was than where I
wasn’t. That is not right. And where my sneeze landed
the glass and plants have gone silver too. That is weird as
well. But I feel happy so I don’t care.
It gets dark. Don’t know how long we been in the
park. Rob sez we should go for a drink. Maybe go to a
club. It is hard cos I feel like I put down roots, like if I take
my trainers off I will grow down into the earth. But in the
end we get to the club it seems to take hours. I don’t have
money but Rob and Jammy do cos they sold some of the
weed before they came to mine. So they buy me drinks
and it feel like my body is swelling up with the pints. Just
storing them, not letting any go. There is a potted tree
by the end of the bar and I sneeze and blow my nose
wipe the snot off my hand onto a leaf and it goes silver.
Pretty soon I am pissed but every time I look at
the corner by the bar where there is a palm tree in a pot it
seems to be getting bigger and changing to silver maybe it
is the lighting in here. I am sure when we came in the guys
collecting glasses did not have to duck under it or fight to get
past it. Then sudden the pot goes bang. It has cracked and
all the roots are thrashing about and diggin into the floor.
It is the weed and the drink together, ain’t it? I am
seeing things. Time to go home, wake up tomorrow with a
hangover. Jammy and Rob have disappeared. It takes ages
to find them. They both look huge like they have eaten
a couple dozen burgers and a chip-van load of chips.
When we walk out the door this big guy like a
rugby player or heavywait bruiser what I ain’t seen before
is there with his girl who is half his size and he looks
pissed. He turns round and takes a swing at me. What?
Well I find out later don’t I. Jammy was tryin to
chat up his girl and the guy came after him and he said it
was not him it was me. But when this guy swings at me
something happens real quick. I put my arm up to stop
him and instead of fingers it look like I have got a rose
bush or something. All silver and lots of thorns. He put a
lot of force behind the punch so he can not stop his fist
and it goes right in to the bush of thorns and misses my
face but then he can not get his fist out without half tearing
his hand off. Idiot tries to use his other hand to grab me
and it get stuck too and his girl is screaming. And all I can
think is: shit, I have turned into a rose bush or something.
Did police get it on CCTV? What did it look like
to them? Cos next thing I know Jammy and Rob must

have pulled me away from the guy and we are three streets
away next to the inner ring-road and laughing and Jammy
is tellin me about the girl how fit she was. It sounds like
his mouth is full of pea nuts cos he can’t talk right. But
my hands are back to normal. Almost.
There’s a roundabout in the middle of the road
and we go straight across it but Jammy and Rob are going
slower and slower. Their legs look like tree trunks the
shape of their bodies goes like flower bulbs fat round the
hips they stop moving and then they can not move. And
they have gone silver orange in the light from the street
lamp. And they try to talk to me and they can’t. When
they open their mouths they have these things in them
like tentacles or what are they called stamens I think.
What I think is, the weed was like acid or
something makin us all have a bad trip. But it does not
explain why the guy got his hands caught in my branches.
Or why things kept turning silver and staying silver and
they were still silver when I looked at them again. Or
why the plant pot in the club broke. But Jammy and Rob
did more than me I only had the one spliff. So they got
affected first and soon it will be me lookin like a giant
silver onion with stumps for legs.
I think I am going to sleep now I have spread
my pollen and there will be new plants of me in all the
bits of the city where I have been the park the club the
roundabout. My sap is running out and everything is
going slow. I will just be dormant until next year then
who knows. I’m still ADHD and paranoid but strange
and spangly at the same time and I am still fucked up but
next year I will come to life again and grow flowers.
New species found on city roundabout
City council gardeners last week found two bushes on a ring road
roundabout that they believed had been vandalised with silver spray
paint. On closer inspection it appeared the bushes did not form part of
the roundabout planting scheme and samples were taken for analysis.
A spokesperson for Leisure Services, which incorporates
the garden maintenance team, announced yesterday the plants appear
to be pernicious weeds of a previously unknown species that may
have been planted as a form of eco-terrorism. The plant samples
included fragments of human flesh.
Public access across the roundabout has been prevented
until further analysis has been completed. r

+1

James Worrad
The man from NASA arrived the next morning. Walter
Igwe met him at the crash site.
‘The agency would like to thank you, Mr Igwe,’ the
NASA man said, ‘for your quick response.’ It was clear he
wasn’t used to the heat. His temples ran slick with sweat.
‘It is nothing, sir,’ Walter said. ‘And my village
offers the agency our condolences.’
‘Appreciated, Mr Igwe.’ The Nasa man brushed
an insect from his nose. ‘But ultimately it’s just a setback.’
He laughed. ‘Albeit an expensive one.’
Walter hid his disgust. A man was dead. Their
man. Was nothing sacred in America?
‘The main section,’ Walter told him, ‘the, er,
capsule, is over there.’
They made their way over the scorched ground.
Seeing the blackened capsule again, Walter remembered
pulling the Astronaut from it. His spacesuit had been
perfectly white. Walter had half-believed the astronaut
still lived. Yet the visor was smashed and behind it
laid bare teeth and roast flesh. It had taken all Walter’s
strength to pull the corpse from the cramped space of its
vehicle. It was like a birth, like being a midwife.
The NASA man spent the next two hours
inspecting every piece of wreckage. He would look at
some burnt mechanism and mutter--‘Write off ’, then
move to the next. Walter said nothing, but his hands
were fists.
‘You will come to the village now?’ he asked the
NASA man when he’d finished his inspection.
‘I’d love to, really,’ he replied, ‘but they expect me
back at your capital.’
‘But he’s at our village. We have a refrigerator there.’
The NASA man’s brow crumpled.
‘I don’t get you,’ he said.
‘Damn it, sir! Your man, your astronaut!’

‘But, Mr Igwe…’ He gestured at the wreckage.
‘This is a satellite. It’s unmanned.’
The two men stared at one another. Save for the
hum of insects, the world kept silent. r

Friends Like These
Selina Lock

“Oi!” I shout, as hands grab the front of the canoe
and tip it over. I hit the water with a splash. Arms
flail. The paddle slips from my hands. I go under.
Cold water swamps my clothes. I grasp the sides of
the canoe and push. My hips catch. Heart hammering,
I fight the urge to breathe. Panicked wriggling sets me
free. I surge forward. Hands scrape along the river
bed. The sparks of pain are nothing compared with
my burning lungs. I break the surface, gasping for air.
Breathing heavily, I find my footing and
stand up. Panic turns to anger. Dave stands upstream
in the brackish water, whooping and laughing.
“Fucker!” I yell, and slog my way to the bank.
“Come on Chloe, just a joke.” Dave replies.
“I don’t have a change of clothes. You promised
I wouldn’t get wet.”
“Sorry.”
I scramble out of the river. Walk towards the
gateway into Dave’s garden.
“Where ya going?” Dave asks.
“Home.”
I couldn’t cycle home soaking wet. I’d bloody
freeze. Have to get someone to pick me up. Not Dad
though, he’d go barmy at me coming out here alone.
I enter Dave’s house. Go straight to the bathroom.
Glad his parents aren’t home to see my transparent t-shirt.
Shivering, I grab a towel and dry my hair. I hear footsteps
approach.
“Chloe? You in there?”
“Yes.”
“Pass us your clothes. I’ll put them in the dryer.”
“Fuck off! I’m not wandering around naked.”
“Me Mum’s dressing gown should be there.”
“Eww, no.”
“Suit yourself. I’ll make a cuppa.”
My jeans scrape against clammy skin and
my teeth chatter. I wander into the kitchen. No
Dave, but there’s a drink on the work surface.
Tastes a little too sweet. I don’t take sugar. I start
feeling a little dizzy. Must be the shock. Steadying
myself, I pick up the phone. A few seconds and I
realise it’s not ringing. There isn’t even a dialling tone.
“Dave. Phone’s not working.” I shout.
“I know.” he says.
His voice sounds odd, slightly breathless. I shake
my head, trying to shift the fuzziness. Turn towards him.
He’s still in his trunks. Beads of water trickle down his arms.
“Put some clothes on.”
His cheeks are flushed, His skin mottled
red. He grins at me, which normally looks cute, but
now looks off, odd. His eyes look wild, like a feral
cat we once found. I notice how tall he’s got lately.
Tall and wiry. I’m shaking as he moves towards me.
This isn’t the Dave I know.
I back into a cupboard. Pain jolts me into action.
I rush for the back door.
He laughs.
I grab the door handle, but it doesn’t move. He’s
beside me, hot breath on my hair. He grabs my waist. I
gulp back tears, choking on them. I try to hit him, but my
muscles spasm. My knees buckle. He lowers me to the floor.
“I thought you were my friend.” r

Objectum

By Emma Marshall
That Sunday, when he came home from church, James
found his wife licking the television set. Again.
Later that wouldn’t be so unusual. But that
Sunday, with the smell of roast chicken wafting from the
kitchen, Dick Barton on the radio, the black and white
test card illuminating the screen, he could see no obvious
reason why his wife would want to sample the taste of
the polished glass.
Pregnant women. Best not to ask.
She didn’t lick anything else, as far as he knew.
The windows, smooth and cool, were more accessible.
Or a mirror; you could hold that one in your hand. They’d
be the obvious, logical choice for texture.
“Alright, love?” he asked, removing his hat and
placing it on the table. (Later he would brush it, and place
it back on the coat rack in the hallway.)
“Uhhuhh,” she acknowledged, tongue lathing the
luminescent glow, following the vertical lines.
“The Father sends his regards. Cup of tea?”
“Uhnuhn.” The horizontal lines.
“I’ll get changed. Then I’ll sort lunch. About half
an hour, alright?”
~~
He ate alone, avoiding looking at her as she stared,
entranced, then touched lightly with her fingertips, then
licked. Every few minutes she would lay her palm flat
to the screen, and smile a secret smile, before coyly
removing it.
James went to evening worship. As they sang
James worried that he had been a bad husband; that
perhaps his wife didn’t want a child; or his child. Or a
husband. He wasn’t the most passionate of men, never
would be; but he was here, he’d made it back from the
War. A nice flat, three rooms, wall to wall carpet in the
living room, and an oak dining set. Women married for
less. Far less. As they sang “Lead us, Heavenly Father,” he
wondered if perhaps dad was right; most women wanted
a man to tell them what to do.
He barely heard the sermon. “What’s wrong with
her?” They finished with “Jerusalem.” He sang loud and
hearty. There was no need whatsoever to think about
visiting his mother in the sanatorium. The red-raw skin
around her wrists, the pallor of her face, the vacant
expression. When James explained his wife was “tired,”
the Father had been very supportive, but offered no
answers.
“Try not to worry. Most women have a difficult
time with the first one.”
~~
That night there was a power cut. By chance, James had
awoken in the small hours, thirsty and, on the way to the
kitchen, found her asleep on the floor in front of the set.
He carried her back to bed, heavy lump of a thing that
she was. The next morning, his breakfast was on the table
ready (toast and marmalade), and his wife seemed her
usual self. He left for his bank as normal. That evening
they played gin rummy. James very carefully ignored
the white dot his wife had painted in the middle of her
forehead. She made his cocoa, as usual, and came to bed,
as usual.
In the night, when she was sound asleep, James
tried, gently so as not to wake her, to remove the dot.
He licked his handkerchief, and softly rubbed at her
forehead; but it wouldn’t budge.
~~
On Wednesdays, his wife visited his mother. Far enough
away from the weekend that they didn’t have to spend
Sunday fretting about it. And early closing at the bank,
so he could walk up to the sanatorium, meet his wife,
and walk her home. It was usually a silent walk. After
each visit she needed peace and quiet. If it was raining, he
would hold the umbrella. This Wednesday was like every
other, but also different. His wife seemed calmer; serene,
even. Maybe it was the baby?
The sanatorium was clean, permeated with the
scent of bleach, the décor soothing, calm and white.
Pristine nurses walked the wards, exuding an aura of
effortless control. He ought to make a further financial
contribution. He could afford to. In fact, he would write
a cheque that evening.
~~

Life improved after he locked the television set in the
shed. Wednesdays were still difficult. His wife was calm
when he met her for the walk home, but always restless
in the evenings. His mother was worsening with age.
Anyone would find it upsetting. A month passed. Two
months. It was almost time for baby to come. He told
the Father she was not having the easiest of pregnancies.
She had her hair cut with a fringe. The dot was
still there, but hidden. James liked that she had done this
unbidden. It pleased him. He took out his own, blue
ration book, and bought her a small bar of chocolate.
~~
She was in the hospital for a week, after she lost the baby.
The doctor said she was just unlucky. They were
just unlucky. Sometimes, the baby didn’t want to come.
It was God’s will. She might have another baby, but
maybe they should think about a pet. A dog or a cat. Or
adoption.
He took the day off work, the day she came home.
The money didn’t matter; so he could afford a little time.
She cried all day.
Clearly, she needed time alone. And a dog.
~~
He hadn’t expected her to visit again so soon, but when
he arrived home on Wednesday afternoon, his wife’s coat
was not on the stand in the hallway. He called – “Hello?”
– but there was no reply. Right then. Back to normal.
Good.
He walked up the hill, expecting to meet his wife
on the way down; but he didn’t see her. At the archway, he
paused. He hadn’t been in that building for a long time.
But, if he had to report his wife missing, the police would
want to know that he had checked.
But if he did go in, Matron would expect him to see his
mother.
He pulled out his handkerchief, wiped the palms
of his hands dry, before passing through the archway and
walking up the drive. His eye was drawn to a faint glow
through the right hand window. His shoes crunched on
gravel as he walked over to investigate. A dozen people,
women, in identical bed gowns, in identical seats, arranged
in a semi circle around a large television set. Twelve inches
perhaps, in an impressively large wooden cabinet.
Crunch, crunch.
“They are enjoying your donation very much.”
The soft but firm Scottish lift of Matron.
“That’s what you used it for? A television set?”
“It’s very popular. Our residents find it soothing.
Particularly your mother. And, it seems your wife.”
Wife? He looked back through the window. Wife..
his wife, entranced by the screen, holding hands with his
mother. Both in bed gowns. Both wearing slippers. Both
looking calm, relaxed. Content, even. And matron was
holding out a suitcase to him. His suitcase. He took it. It
was light, empty.
James cleared his throat. This was humiliating.
“Yes. Right. Well, I’m glad she’s settled in well. I’ll take
this. And I’m sure you’ll take good care of them.”
“We’ll be needing...”
“Of course.” From his coat pocket he produced
his wife’s ration book. Still green. Extra eggs and milk.
She wouldn’t be allowed those any more.
~~
That evening, he brought the television back in from the
shed. It took longer to warm up than usual. When it did,
its friendly warm glow beckoned to him. He sat in front
of it, on the carpet, shoes off, cross-legged and oriented
himself toward the set.
He reached out his hand to touch the screen. It
warmed his skin. He felt tension ease from his shoulder
muscles. A glow started at his fingertips, moving along his
wrists, arms, onwards and more.And he knew he would
never be able to share this with his wife; nor she with
him.
The object of his affection. r

The Shop That Sells Everything
Mark E. Cotterill
Edible toilet paper, magnetic soap,
holographic mousepads, a cardboard pope,
sulphuric penguins, adhesive slippers,
rocket powered gloves and paranormal kippers,
it’s hard to know just where to begin,
you’re inside The Shop That Sells Everything.

Kamikaze snails, inflatable frogs,
lip-reading spiders and telescopic dogs,
trout mask replicas and portable holes,
“our atom heart mothers have rubber souls.”
Hard to believe what lies within,
Order yours today at The Shop That Sells Everything.
Banana flavoured bullets, condom guns,
dehydrated water and hang-gliding nuns.
Pickled mash-potato, a vintage Jag,
A bag within a bag, within a bag, within a bag.
So hard to find the way that you came in,
it’s hard to escape from The Shop That Sells Everything.
Satanic pencils, orbital string,
‘My big book of toothpaste’ by Steven King.
Packs of Kevin Bacon, galactic lamb,
zombie flavoured crisps, a confused-looking man.
You only came in for milk, but here comes the sting;
You’ve become a part of The Shop That Sells Everything. r

me.’

My Love Sick Zombie Boy Band (excerpt)
Damien G Walter

I collect rings. Some people might mistake a girl’s rings
for jewellery. The silver I wear is more like weaponry.
Monica takes us on a guided tour of retail installations
after school. Us being the monster and I. Brothers are
like nits, an uncomfortable inevitability of childhood.
A year ago I was a foot taller than him. Now he is up
to my shoulder. I am told he will continue to grow.
The future looms before me like a death sentence.
‘I want mice.’ What His Putridness wants with
mice, plural, he is not willing to say.
‘Your father says not.’ Monica replies timidly.
‘Mice!’ My brother screeches.
Monica is the family au pair. Swiss, brunette and
fucking my father. I can’t bring myself to hate either of
them for this. Father has the misfortune of being married
to mother, and in her own words an escapist sex life may
be the only thing keeping him alive. For Monica’s part I
don’t credit the poor girl with enough willpower to have
a say in the matter.
‘GAP?’
For some reason I am unable to comprehend
Monica is suggesting I enter the shop. I explain to her
in clear and succinct terms precisely why I do not shop
at GAP. By the time I am finished she is on the verge
of tears. I am merciful and allow her to escape with
the monster, still set on terrorising the world’s rodent
population.
I appear to have the run of the city. Wherever shall I go?
‘I am not a goth.’
Being goth is like being pregnant; best aborted at
the first opportunity. I thought I was a goth for precisely
one week after my thirteenth birthday, then I actually met
a goth and that, as they say, was that. A goth is just a
model B drone, as much a product of the cultural cookie
cutter as any peroxide blonde bimbo. Goths are a shadow
of a shadow. I am the shape from which the shadow is
cast. Or so says my father.
‘Hey, nice goth outfit.’
I look down at my plain black tee, black skirt, black
leggings and black boots. Yes, they are Doc Martins. Then
I look up at the boy and manufacture an edged smile.
‘Oh.’ Dumb pause. ‘Right.’ Idiotic hesitation. ‘Sorry.’
How do boys get away with being so stupid?
I have accidentally strayed in to the guitar shop. A
dozen adolescent males are staring at me as though I am
the final representative of an otherwise extinct species.
There are important philosophical reasons why my kind
do not come in here. Why have I violated them?
‘Hub’ The boy sticks a hand out for me to shake.
Hub is the bearer of the tufty blue hair that has
drawn me unwilling into this hellhole of adolescent
posturing. I saw it from outside and just couldn’t resist
scouting out the owner. He has the typical loser chic of
a young man with a fine future in stock replenishment.
And what kind of name is that?
‘What kind of name is that?’

‘Oh right, yeah. Hubert. My parents didn’t like

‘Mine don’t like me either.’
‘What did they call you then?’
‘Amalfrida.’ This is unprecedented. I never tell
people my name.
‘Oh right, yeah. What does that mean?’
‘How should I know!’ I snap. He looks suddenly
crestfallen and despite myself I feel guilty.
‘Look, mostly people call me Fred.’
‘Oh right, yeah. Fred.’
‘You say that a lot.’
‘What?’
‘Oh right, yeah.’ I parrot in my best dork
impression.
‘Oh right, yeah.’ There is a pause and then we
both burst out laughing. This carries on long enough that
people start to stare.
‘My name.’ I say once things have gone quiet and
we are just looking at each other. ‘It’s traditional. Gothic.’
‘I thought you said you weren’t a goth?’
‘Not goth. Gothic. My family. They’re like
ostrogoths? Going way back to the old country.’
‘Old country?’
‘You really do ask a lot of questions.’
‘Oh…wow. Um. So do you play guitar?’
I play clarinet and flute at grade eight, write
musical notation as fluently as I read it and composed
my first cantata at the age of nine but am forced to admit
that no, I do not play six string guitar.
‘I know four chords.’ The moron tells me proudly.
His blue tufts have been waxed into unruly spikes, stiff
like the blood crusted mane of a tribal warrior. I can’t
help finding it cute.
‘So what brings you in here?’
I am utterly appalled to find my heart beat
quickening as I consider my reply. I do not get nervous
about boys!
‘Giving you the chance to ask me out.’
No sooner have the words left my mouth than
the colour leaves his face and for a moment he looks like
he might have just peed himself. What fun! To his credit
he recovers his composure with a smile.
‘Where should I ask you out to?’
‘Dunno. What you doing now?’
‘Dunno. Nothing.’
‘Then ask me if I want a latte.’
‘Right. Do you want a latte?’
‘I’d love one.’
It turns out Hub is allergic to coffee. And milk.
So he has lemon tea, then we end up just floating around
the shops like ghosts, talking relentlessly about nothing at
all. How we end up starring into the glass display cases I
do not know.
I recognise the ring instantly, although I have
never glimpsed it before. It is a circle of hand forged silver,
twisted at its crown into the curved cross of the ankh.
The tip of one finger presses against the glass, like the
flickering tongue of a snake tasting the essence of desire.
‘Do you want it?’
‘No’ I lie.
He looks at me confused. Am I really that
obvious? I suppose he thinks I am not able to afford it or
some such.
‘Hey its OK, I’ll get it for you. How much is it?’
The trader is a Polak. I know him. He does not
recognise me, or he would cut his own throat before
selling such a thing to a daughter of my father’s family.
‘I don’t want it. I don’t want you to give it to me.’
‘But it goes with all your others. I have to get it
for you. No big thing, right?’
‘Everything is a big thing.’
I turn and walk away, weaving through the sudden
crowds that surround us.
‘Hey!’ He grabs for my arm.
‘Don’t touch me!’ I turn sharply and slap him
across the face, hard. I don’t know who is more shocked,
him or me. And then I bolt, running as fast as I can. I will
not see him again. r
My Love Sick Zombie Boy Band will be published in the Hugo
award winning magazine Electric Velocipde, issue #22 in late 2010.
To read the rest of My Love Sick Zombie Boy Band subscribe to
Electric Velocipede online at: http://www.electricvelocipede.com/
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continued from Page 1

It was on the tip of Harry’s tongue to tell the
other fairy he hadn’t missed him, but he kept the thought
to himself. He handed the little brown hip pouch to him
instead.
“Four socks, and a scarf, made of that shiny
material that’s so fashionable now.”
“Here at least,” Jack said, checking in
the bag, before wrapping the rope around his
own waist so it sat on his left hip, hidden under
the large mac. He handed Harry some blue bills.
“Forty? Come on, the scarf ’s worth twenty alone.”
Jack sighed and dug into his pocket for another note.
“Fifty, and that’s it. You want more, go see
someone else.”
“There is no one else,” Harry muttered, taking
the last note. He rolled them up and tucked the money
into the pocket of his waistcoat. Jack patted him on
the back, and pulled a packed of cigarettes from his
coat. He reached back and struck a match on his
wings, the spark and immediate flame lighting up their
corner, both sets of wings illuminated for a moment.
“You sure you don’t want to buy anything?”
“No.”
Jack laughed one last time.”See you again
Harry,” he said before nodding and fluttering away,
dipping and diving through the air and out of sight.
Harry walked out of the shadows and into the
closed market, his bare feet broken and calloused, not
from smoking but from walking. Dust had ruined his
wings, they didn’t have the strength to keep him in the
air for too long and left him with little option but to walk
everywhere,. Didn’t have the colour they once had either.
Once his wings had bright plum veins standing out against
the fragile lilac but now they were a dull, lacklustre grey.
He walked quickly, fluttering for a few
moments over some broken glass, trying to ignore
how hard he was breathing after that. He’d had to
concentrate just to do that. He made it home, jumping
up the steps to the front door of the converted tree,
and pulled the keys and the money from his pocket.
The door opened before he even put his key in
the lock.
“Mrs Harding-Meyer!” he said, jumping back into
the air, and down a few steps He saw his landlady standing
in the doorway, the bright hall light making her look
like nothing but a round shadow, wings fluttering fast.
“Harry,” she said. Her voice was soft, but he’d heard
her at her worst. Just this morning. Directed at himself.
“Just went to the bank,” he said, forcing a
smile and going back up the steps to hand her the roll
of notes. “This weeks rent, sorry about the mix-up.”
There was a huff of laughter, then a smile,
and she pocketed the notes. “No problem,” she
said, before turning around and going back into
the house, leaving the door open behind him.
Harry sighed in relief and followed, disappearing
into his little bedsit on the ground floor as she flew
upstairs. Next week, he’d pay the rent early, even if he
was stealing socks all week again. r

The Last Passenger

and retrieve my rucksack, leaving the magazine where it
rests on the table. Commuters have started to board the
Maria Smith
train, I hurry past. Brushing by them unnoticed as they rush
I check my watch – I’m on time. It’s eerily quiet apart to claim their seats. I can’t explain what’s happened. The
from a rhythmic hum from the engine of the waiting train. guard stands by the door, glancing at me before turning
My fellow commuters must have already boarded. I’m his attention towards the last passenger about to board.
I watch in slow motion as the man with shoulder
struck by the empty carriages as I step aboard. Discarded
newspapers, designer coffee-cups and empty sandwich length hair, dressed in black, steps onto the waiting train.
cartons litter the floor and seating. The view through Eyes straight ahead, he walks past me carrying a Quaker’s
the window is obscured by a thick film of dried mud. hat. I gasp, turning in time to see him look back and smile.
Making my way between tiered rows of worn He mouths the words. “Believe” then gives me the same
velour seating. I stop at the first table seat, and take a few macabre, mocking grin. r
minutes to find my iPod and settle comfortably into my
seat. It’s dull outside. The sky’s that colour you get when
you put white undies in the wash and you’ve left a black
sock in the machine.
Bare tree branches stand out ahead of the track
as if reaching into the sky for early throes of daylight. I
check my watch again. In a minute this train should pull
away – yet I’m the only passenger. Right train? I look
over my shoulder. Not a living soul. I’ve taken this short
journey home hundreds of times. Something’s wrong, I
feel it. Goose pimples stand up on my forearms, perhaps
I’ll catch a later train, I start to rise from my seat when I
hear the whoosh of the electric doors closing. The train
jolts. I fall back against the seat.
‘Get a grip, Anna,’ my voice is shaky. I’m being
silly. ‘Take a breath,’ I reach into my rucksack rummaging
around for my book. I look up. I see the dead thing.
In the gangway lies a Raven. Dead. Lifeless. Head
twisted to one side. body rigid. Toes curled. I can’t
breathe -My right hand reaches for the crucifix around
my neck. Fingers wrap around it tightly - I feel it dig into
my palm. I barely notice we’ve left the station, passed
grubby disused factories and new-build apartments. My
eyes remain wide, fixed upon the Raven.
Its glossy black feathers reflect the early daylight.
How did it get here? I feel light-headed - I should take a
Mcfinity
breath. Oh my God, the tunnel! Soon we’ll pass through
Ian C Douglas
the tunnel. Sweat beads across my forehead, I want to
wipe it away, I can’t. I feel sick. Bile rises in my throat, the The felt-tip tool was in mid-squiggle when an annoying
crucifix digs deeper into my palm.
little textbox popped up on the screen.
Breathe! I tell myself. Breathe! Air escapes me in
“It’s here m8!”
ragged bursts. Where’s the guard? He’ll explain. Oh my
Ollie’s gaze shuttled between his Photoshop
God, I see it. The entrance to the tunnel.
cyborg and the textbox. After a moment’s indecision he
‘Hail Mary full of grace…I’ve forgotten the sighed and clicked save. Brushing his mop of blond curls
words – please dear God help me.
out of his eyes he began typing.
Pitch black. We’re in the tunnel. Eyes squeezed
“Wazzup Jellybean?”
shut, 1…2…3…4 any second, any second now. We’re
The reply was instantaneous.
through, I open my eyes. The Raven’s gone.
“Mcfinity is launching tonight!!!”
In its place sits a man, legs crossed, arms flexed
“‘R u sure?”
out behind him. Palms turned down, leaning backwards.
“Yup, the old Taco Castle!!!”
He stares at me through dark eyes. He’s dressed in black.
Olli sighed. More rip-off merchandising. Was
Black trousers, black jacket and his hat – like a Quakers. everything in life going to be this shoddy?
The carriage smells musty, medicinal. He
“So I was right, Mcfinity is just some publicity hype.”
continues to stare, unblinking, yet I don’t feel the terror
“No way m8. Check out the Speculators.”
any more. His hair falls to his shoulders, jet black like the A few clicks of the mouse brought up the newspaper’s
Raven. He sits in the shadows.
web site.
He’s pale, bloodless - like a walking corpse, or
a ghoul left over from Halloween. My eyes drop to his
Infinity For Sale
blue lips - they twitch, parting to reveal teeth stained like In a move of breathtaking opportunism, Mcfinity PLC’s mysterious
nicotine fingers. He smiles – a macabre mocking grin.
CEO, Jehovah McJames, launched their new revolutionary product
I turn my head quickly to break eye contact. No range. He claims to have captured, branded, and packaged the
escape, he’s here, beside me. Right beside me. Tracing his concept of endlessness, turning the very unlimitedness of the
cold, bony finger up and down the side of my face. The universe into a marketable commodity. Mcfinity stores are spreading
smell nauseating like rotting food. His caress should have like wildfire while Mr McJames now tops the Forbes 400. Hurry
me screaming. Shrieking. Should frighten me – instead it now before you’re the last one on the block touching the infinite...
excites my senses. Mesmerising. His hot breath caresses
my neck, pulling me towards him. I close trembling eyelids, “Intriguing,” Ollie pounded on the keys.
and relax. My body limp, I feel warm. Comfortable.
“Let’s go. Now.”
Thwack! – Something falls from the overhead
Ollie chewed well-worn fingernails.“Dunno m8.
compartment, slapping hard onto the table. I jump - my Heaps of homework. And in the middle of awesome
cheek brushes against the roughened fabric of his coat. new character for my graphic novel.” He waited while his
Like a brand it burns me.
words zinged down the cable to Jellybean’s house.
I want to scream. I open my mouth - no sound
“I’ll help with homework,” came the answer.
comes out. I can’t turn my head to look at him - I’m frozen, “wot’sa point of having uber-geek as best m8 if u can’t
suspended in the moment. His bony finger traces up and pull in the odd favour???”
down my cheek again. I wait for him to stop. Try to focus
“Ok, but I bet Mcfinity is bull. How can you sell
on what landed on the table. A glossy magazine, that’s all. time and space?”
Only minutes I tell myself, before we reach my stop. And
“Come on. Will be a laff.”
then blackness. All consuming darkness. And it’s over.

stinging. The weather matched Ollie’s despair.
He cycled up to what had until very recently
been Taco Castle. Psychedelic spirals in primary colours
now decorated the exterior. A mannequin in fifties-style
astronaut gear pointed to the entrance. Ollie recognised
the statue’s likeness from the online review. It was Jehovah
McJames, but with lurid red lips and blue eye make-up.
Ollie shuddered as he parked his bike.
“Hey!” came a squeaky voice.
Jellybean’s lanky figure emerged from the queues.
They high-fived, Jellybean’s bright brown eyes
gleaming through his greasy fringe.
“Glad you made it,” the geek said with a shy smirk.
“Whatever,” Ollie remarked, joining the line.
Business was brisk and they were soon through
the automatic doors. Little had changed since the reign
of Taco Castle, the same plastic seating, the same central
counter fronting an industrial kitchen. The new décor
consisted of more painted spirals sprinkled with childlike
rockets and smiley-faced moons.
“Cool,” Jellybean cooed.
Ollie scanned the room. People of all ages filled
the seats, happily chattering away. Everyone had a small
cardboard box with the Mcfinity logo on top, an M inside
the atomic symbol.
“Lordy, lordy,” Jellybean said in an irritating
falsetto. “Can’t make head or tail of this menu.”
Photos of burritos and enchiladas had been
replaced with galaxies and supernovae. Mathematical
equations were scrawled everywhere.
“Love it!” Jellybean simpered. Ollie shrugged.
The boys found themselves at the head of the
queue. A young girl with Downs Syndrome in a starspangled uniform greeted them.
“Can I take your order, Sirs?”
Ollie and Jellybean exchanged glances.
“How can we order if we can’t read the menu?”
Ollie asked, frowning.
The girl broke into a wide smile, revealing her
glittering braces.
“I recommend Mcfinity.”
More exchanged glances.
“This is stupid,” Ollie said. An urge to storm out
was brewing inside his head.
“Perhaps Sir, but it’s also Mcfinity.”
“Ollie!” Jellybean hissed. “Go with the flow.
Come on.” Ollie steeled himself.
“Alright. I’ll have Mcfinity, and you J.B.?” His
friend nodded.
The waitress clucked approvingly.
“Would you like that with string theory or superstring?” Ollie choked on saliva.
“String will be just fine.” Jellybean butted in.
“And what shape universe do you want?”
“What shape-” Ollie began, his jaw drooping.
The girl grinned again. “We have doughnutshaped universes and regular universes.”
“Doughnut sounds good,” Ollie replied weakly.
The girl disappeared into the kitchen and came
back with two cardboard boxes on a tray.
“Have a nice eternity,” she beamed and handed
over their order.
They paid and found two seats beside the window.

Outside the blackness of the night was slowly
blotting out the streetlamps.
The boys regarded their boxes.
“I can’t believe we’ve fallen for this scam,” Ollie
complained.
“It’s not a scam, it’s infinity.”
It was a young woman across the aisle. Ollie’s line
of vision was drawn to her full breasts and his own chest
trembled.
“So,” he went on, ignoring her, “what’s going
to happen?” “We’ll fall through a portal into a parallel
universe?” the geek suggested.
“Right.”
Ollie opened his box. Empty.
“Maybe it’s like The Matrix,” Jellybean continued,
clearly getting excited. “And we’ll wake up in world where
we have total control over the law of physics.”
“I’ll be a god before my sixteenth birthday?”
Daylight was fading as the mall’s giant blocks came
The train slows to a stop. I sit forward in my seat, I’m alone. into view. Vast dark clouds loomed above the rectangle Ollie asked with raised eyebrows. He needed a more
I shake my head. Confused and dazed, I stand nervously of parking lots and abandoned trolleys. The wind was convincing explanation.

“Excuse me, what did you mean exactly,” he said,
twisting to address the young woman.
“Oh.”
Her chair was empty.
“Maybe she’s teleported to an orbiting spaceship?”
Jellybean said, lifting the lid of his box.
“Or walked out the door,” Ollie responded, his
palms sweating.
“So,” he continued, “infinity in a box? How do I
know it’s all there?”
“Because any percentage of infinity is still
infinity,” Jellybean replied sagely.
“I’m not buying into this.”
“Well, try. The infinite journey begins with the
first step,” Jellybean giggled, examining his box intently.
It too contained nothing. A minute passed while neither
boy spoke. Ollie began feeling light-headed. He put it
down to the hint of stale nachos in the air.
“This is dumb,” he said.
In fact it was so dumb he cackled out loud.
Outside, moonlight transformed the department stores
into a glistening fairyland. Overhead, one by one, the
stars were coming on. Ollie pictured constellations
spinning around the vastness of the Milky Way. Yet the
Milky Way was but a pinprick among a sea of galaxies.
For a moment the universe seemed to focus on him,
like a cosmic kaleidoscope, suddenly forming a pattern.
He laughed at Jellybean. “I’ve decided. I’m going
to cartoon school.”
Jellybean sucked air through his teeth.
“Do they have those?”
“Well then, I’ll open one. After all, it’s my infinity!”
He winked.
Jellybean winked back. Then they laughed until
their bellies ached. r

Watson’s Nautilus (excerpt)
Rob Hibbert

It had taken many months and clandestine meetings
with shady contacts. Sympathetic ears, keen to avoid
the attentions of the Company, helped to construct the
vessel in which he now stood. He peered across the inky
water to the flame-lit construction site beyond.
‘Hold tight, I’m taking her down.’
As the stygian gloom filled the cramped metal
cabin, Thom’s mind boiled with secret plans and covert
operations. Cyril, though, thought only of the Giant
Reclusive Squid. Every creak of bilge filled his thoughts
with huge tentacles crushing the outer hull. Every drip of
water contaminated with immobilising ink, filling the air
around him with poisonous vapour.
‘Those firebugs... OK, are they?’ Thom asked
suddenly.
‘Argh!’ ‘I mean… what? No. Yes. I think so. How
can you tell?’
‘Generally if they’re still glowing, they’re alive. Bit
nervous are we?’
‘Erm… They are glowing. Just. Sorry, yes. It’s the
water, I didn’t realise it would be so wet.’
The Captain looked at him carefully. His first
mate wasn’t known for great intelligence mainly because
he didn’t have any.
‘So when I said we’d be going under the water, in

a submersible, you didn’t have a clue?’
‘Well, no. Anyway I kind of assumed most of it
would be outside, that’s all. Having water inside seems
more like sinking to me. Are my knees going to get as wet
as my ankles do you suppose, or is that a silly question?’
‘Are you impugning the design of my craft?’
‘No Sir, not impugning at all.’ He replied not
sure what the word meant but recognising the tone
immediately. It was a tone he heard often. ‘Just wanted to
know, that’s all. Should I roll my trousers up, d’you think?’
‘When I first served, a man was in short trousers
until he became an officer.’
‘Wish I was.’ he muttered, then louder. ‘Right. I’ll
try rolling if that’s OK. The firebugs are moving about
again anyway.’ He said, glad of the change of subject.
‘Could be things are looking up!’
‘I’m sure I don’t know what those bugs think,
but whatever their thoughts on the matter we are moving
resolutely down.’
‘Oh, super. The paddling pool doesn’t worry you
then? Should’ve brought stuff for the beach maybe. Is
there going to be sand?’
‘Regrettably there will be no sand, and of your
slightly damp feet I daresay the pumps will start soon
enough. Could you attempt to focus your attention,
however briefly on the matter in hand?’
Captain Watson turned away and moved to the
other side of the submersible. Cabin fever, it seemed,
could strike with greater speed if the cabin in question
was just a few metres across (although this was the first
time in his experience that it had taken hold in less than an
hour). They continued in silence, the Captain grumbling
to himself about the old days and trying to ignore Cyril’s
beached animal impressions. It wasn’t until a particularly
vocal donkey, complete with its excitable small child rider,
that he spoke again.
‘Without wanting to discourage any interest you
may have in the theatre, particularly as there are none in
the fleet as far as I know, could you please shut up for a
second? I need to hear the Echo Location Device if we
are to avoid being crushed against the cavern wall.’
The Echo Location had been carefully and
repeatedly explained to Cyril before being given up as a
bad lot. All that he was left with was the faint notion that
bats were somehow involved. The pinging noises were
much closer together now, which Cyril put down to the
bats being closer together the deeper they went.
‘Amazing the little furry buggers can fly
underwater isn’t it?’
‘Mmm.’
‘Must be one of those miracles of nature.’
‘Mmm.’
‘After all they do get those flying fish don’t they?’
‘Mmm.’
‘My cousin said he had a flying fish when we
was younger. Turns out he was right too. It was just that
afterwards it wasn’t so good at swimming any more.’
‘Mmm.’
‘He never did like animals much, did cousin Sid.’
‘Mmm.’
‘Kind of a shame him inheriting that farm, really.’
Captain Thom shook his head and looked for any
last shreds of patience he had left. ‘Not that learning about
Sadistic Sid isn’t interesting, but could you perhaps tell me
what it says on the little dial in front of you there. You can
use one of the firebug lanterns if it’ll make it any easier.’
He waited patiently and tried to ignore the
splashing, falling over and cursing noises that emanated
from the floor of the cabin.
‘Looks like about three and bit F-t’s . What’s an Ft
when it’s at home?’
Not for the first time that day the Captain cursed
the recent buoyant job market. He restrained himself
well enough to reply.
‘Ft is an abbreviation of fathom. It’s how deep
we are. Surely they must have taught you that much?’
‘Oh right. Fathom. Yeah rings a bell now you
mention it. Speaking of bells, what keeps making that
noise?’
The Captain committed homicide in his head
while he tried to explain the repeated pinging (yet again).
He was beginning to worry that he might have been a bit
too hasty to be off, given that his new crew-mate seemed
to be out of his depth in even the tiniest of puddles. r

Degeneration
Nick Aris

The sunlight has moved away from the computer and
its solar panels, after bathing it, and me, with its heat all
day. I move over to the window and the piece of broken
guttering which hangs outside. Water occasionally flows
from the black plastic, and I reach my head out and drink.
The liquid is brackish, and I flick my tongue out to smell
the scent of the decaying city.
I smell marker-pen chemicals; sssweet honeysuckle
and the stagnant canal. I scent factory smoke; ozone and
warm brick.
Retracting myself from the window, I freeze.
There is a flicker of movement in the doorway.
A mouse, resting by the skirting board. We both
remain still, as if subjects in the same painting, given a
relationship by the space between us.
Before I even think about it, instinct takes
over and the mouse flips in the air. It hits the ground
and twitches once before the venom kills it outright.
I leisurely ssslide over to it and flick out my tongue:
It smells of must and dust. I open my jaw and shuffle
my mouth over the corpse until the body is inside me.
Then I rest.
The sun is low in the sky when I feel ready to
move again.
I go to the touch-screen and log into my Hsssbook
account. No messages.
Everyone is playing Cobra-Strike, which I used
to be quite happy to do until SlientStriker suddenly took
a disliking to me and tried to get me banned at every
occasion. I used to enjoy knee-capping my opponents
before finishing them with a glorious headshot.
I hear the toilet lid flip back in the bathroom ssso
I move nervously into the hallway.
“Who’s there?” I call.
The most beautiful snake I’ve ever seen, drenched
in toilet water, moves out of the doorway, and sssays,
embarrassed;
“Oh my God, I’m so sorry. I took a wrong turn;
do you know where Daniel lives?”
I ssshook my head slowly.
“Oh, well, I guess I’d better go. I’m so sorry.”
“Hey! Don’t worry about it, it...” Then I coughed
up a neat pellet of mouse remains which bounced off her
head.
After she left, I reflected that was probably the
most action I’d had all year.
The day’s sunlight spent, I coiled myself into a
comfortable position and sssluggishly admired the sunset.
I dream about the snake in my toilet; our bodies
coiled together, intertwining. I move against the beautiful
geometric patterns of her skin and at the moment of
ecstasy, I plunge my teeth into her back and my venom
kills her in a matter of seconds.
The thrill of her murder is intensely pleasurable.
I’m awakened by the postal droid pushing a parcel
through my letter box.
I smell the air and the fumes of the droid’s heat
exhaust are bitter. I scent the parcel and get the new print
smell of the label, and the faded manila of the envelope.
I press the easy release button and the wrapping
drops away to reveal the Najisti 560 I ordered earlier in
the week.
Overjoyed that it has turned up on the morning
of my day off, I nose through the manual of the item that
cost me a good portion of my wages:
‘The Najisti 560 is a multi-media portable hub the size
of a credit card. It has one of the most advanced microprocessors
in existence. It puts you in touch with your friends; organises your
work and personal life; and plays your favourite films and music.’
I immediately turn it on, and after an hour of
experimenting, I Bluetooth my touch-screen to it and
load it up with my favour items; photos; films; music;
books: my entire life.
I feel so good about my new acquisition that I
nose it onto the sports band included in the box, ssslither
through the support, and go out.
I eat a mouse on the stairs and that delays me
somewhat, but when I leave the house, the sun is still
high up.
continued on Page 11

Tick

Project Snail

I awoke from the chloroform to the ticking of a distant
clock. I listened to it tick for possibly a minute before I was
conscious enough to remember. I sat up slowly, soreness
across my chest and sides. I did not know where I was.
With shaking hands I began to unfasten the buttons of the
shirt I was dressed in. The operation had been successful
– I was alive – but at what cost I was soon to discover.
Lord Fairfax had brought me here in the dead of
night. His Lordship had medical expertise that he said
would cure me of my ailments – so I had a choice. But
really, it was no choice at all. I went with him, gave myself
to his care.
I opened the shirt and, after taking a long deep
breath to steady myself, looked down. The incision had
left a neat line, 3 inches in length, close to my left breast.
I raised my finger to explore this new mark, found it still
tender to the touch.
“Stop that!”
I hadn’t realised I was not alone and closed my
shirt at once. I looked over to the far corner of this
strange room to see a wizened old man seated on a small
stool, watching me. The creature began to chuckle. My
wide-open eyes gave away my fear.
“I has no interest in that, girly.” His smile displayed
several sharp but rotting teeth. “Cyrus here is just sent to
watch you all. Mind you don’t do yourself a mischief.”
“Cyrus,” I repeated, my lips and throat dry. He
nodded in acknowledgement. The ticking of the clock
continued to break the silence.
“Where are we, Cyrus?” I swung my legs over the
side of the crib and sat up to face my nursemaid. As I
looked closer I saw a deformity on the old man’s face that
distracted me from my question.
“Who did this to you?” I stood up to go to him,
but my legs were still weak and forced me down.
Cyrus chuckled, and dragged his stool closer to
me so that I could see him clearly. Half of his face was
perfectly normal, lined and cracked as Time will make,
but the other was misshapen, taken up almost entirely
by an enormous eye. It was made of glass, round like an
apple and crudely sewn into this old man’s face. The flesh
around it was splashed with silvery scars.
“I has been given a gift, so they tell me. A gift,
ha!” He continued, “I stole from his Lordship. Said if I
went along with his experiments, I wouldn’t swing.”
“Experiments?”
Cyrus licked his lips. “The gentlemen come here
weekly. They bring all manner of peoples. At first they
just cut them open, see what’s inside. Then they started
tinkering in there, doing things only He has rights to do.”
The ticking continued to fill the pause.
“And me?”
“They’d been looking for you a long time. Wanted
to see a diseased heart, they says. Hadn’t thought you’d be
so pretty.” He looked at me, deliberating.
“Say what you know.” I told him.
“They touched you. Whilst you was sleeping.
Saw it myself. Especially the master. His Lordship’s taken
quite a fancy to you. He’ll keep you as a pet. Winds you
‘specially himself, every day.”
The word caught me by surprise. “Winds me?”
Cyrus nodded.
My hand automatically went to my chest. I ran
my hand over my shirt, and felt something hard, like a
button, only attached to my skin. I felt faint.
“Turn around,” I said to Cyrus, my voice shaking
but firm.
He tried to interrupt, but I spoke again. “Your
glass eye – it cannot see out the back of your head, can it?”
He laughed. “Only in the direction I’m facing.
Then it can see through walls.”
I shuddered. Once I was certain his back was
turned, I undid the buttons of the shirt again, and
stared down. There, below the thin incision, was a small
round brass nut, connected to something internally. My
breathing quickened as what I saw sunk in. That’s when I
noticed that the ticking in the room had become faster “Look at me,” I ordered, “Look at me!” Cyrus
turned around, his face awash with pity. “What has he
done?”
“Cogs are keeping you alive – don’t ask me how;

The nightmare begins.
You are woken at midnight by the smoke alarm.
You dash towards the door, to go downstairs and see what
has set it off. But the brass doorknob scalds your hand as
you touch it, you recoil with pain and glance around for
another exit.
You stare at your possessions; shrill noise
screaming in your ears. What can you rescue from the blaze?
You hear a crack as the door starts to warp and
splinter.
The china doll. The one which belonged to your
great grand-mother and survived the blitz. She has a
genuine Fabergé broach at her throat, and wears a gown,
which your grandmother, a skilled couturier, made out of
a silk sari brought back from India by your grandfather,
he went there to hunt tigers. There’s a chip in her left
index finger where mum dropped her on the lounge floor
at your sister’s sixth birthday party. She has a wonky eye, a
battle injury from a rowdy game of war. She was playing
the role of Boudicca.
Where is she? She was wrapped up and stored in
one of the cupboards. But which one?
Maybe that suitcase full of old summer clothes,
and rough towels, the ones which have lost their fluffiness
after too many washes? Or behind that pile of CDs
rendered useless by your ipod, or with all those tacky
souvenirs? Or somewhere in the wardrobe?
Smoke pours under the door. Choking, you hunt
around, looking for the one possession you would rescue
from a burning building. But the room is so full of clutter,
where to begin?
The heat is oppressive, like a chef ’s oven on a
summer’s day. You stagger to the window, barely able to
breathe and climb out onto the flat-roof, preserving your
own life. You mourn the loss of that relic. That inanimate
face held so many memories and had travelled so far.
~
Unable to bear the dream, you awake, relieved but
repulsed by all you see around you: Expensive, wasteful
things stored with no purpose in sight. The hoardings of
a lifetime, waiting for some role, some reason to exist.
Morning is hours away, but you turn on the lights.
There is a travel-bag, somewhere under the bed.
You rummage until you find it.
In it, you put the clothes you wear most. Not the
ones which no longer fit, or that pair of shoes you bought
which turned out to be too uncomfortable to wear.
And the notebook, which has addresses,
references, memos in it. Stuff you really need to know.
A small photo album, from the days before all
these things were electronic.
The laptop, a pricey but useful object. Rather
dented, but still functional.
An envelope of certificates, your qualifications.
Your livelihood.
A book, inscribed, which was a gift from a close friend.
Passport, wallet, phone.
A Swiss Army Knife, the model which has literally
everything on it, which was a gift from your family.
And finally, you find her. Tenderly you fetch her
from her hiding place, and sit her on top of the bag.
Everything worth saving is in that bag.
Placated, you climb back into bed, and sleep like
a child.
~
But the next morning brings unease. You pick up the bag.
It is not heavy.
Then you look around you at everything else, and
feel depressed. Trapped. Chained.
There was a job, based in New York. A friend
of a friend recommended you for it, it was right up your
street, and they had been very keen to meet you. It was
exciting. A fresh start. Adventure, getting out into the
world. Seeing things you had only ever read about in
books, a daydream desperate to become reality.
But, in the end, it all fell through. The hassle
of relocating was too much stress. This is my home;
immovable as a mountain. The idea of uprooting was
impossible.

Lucy Ann Wade

Catherine Digman

I see, but don’t understands it.”
“And he winds me up?” I was sickened. “Where
is the key?”
Cyrus looked up, his magical eye boring through
the ceiling into the rooms above. “His Lordship has it
upon his person. Tied round his neck, closer to his own
heart...”
I sat on my crib, feeling sick. “I must have that
key.”
Cyrus nodded. I straightened my shirt and stood
up again, not so unsteady this time.
“I’m weak. Will you help me?” I asked him.
I watched his hideous face as he internally debated
his answer. “I will help you girly, but you must promise to
take me with you. I don’t want to watch no more.”
“I promise.”
“Good,” Cyrus smiled, displaying again his
pointed rotten teeth.
“My name is Amelia,” I said, holding out my hand
in greeting.
He shook it. “I’ll call you ‘Tick’”.
He led the way through the door in the far corner.
We found ourselves in pitch blackness, facing a staircase
that led up.
“His Lordship is asleep upstairs,” Cyrus said. The
old thief took my hand and gingerly we climbed. Soon we
reached a fine doorway, the door pulled shut, and Cyrus
stopped before it.
“In there,” He said, “The key is on a thin chain
around his neck.”
I nodded, and went inside. Cyrus did not follow.
This was my business, to reclaim the key to my new
heart. The ticking that I emanated seemed to magnify
as I entered the room. Thankfully, it was greeted by the
sound of a small carriage-clock on the dresser beside the
huge bed in the centre of the room. This room too was in
darkness, a tiny veil of moonlight highlighting the room’s
main features for me as I stumbled in.
The man who had changed me lay asleep under
blankets of wool and silk. I wondered how he could sleep
so peacefully after all the things he had done. I fought the
urge to do something – bite him perhaps, or spit in his
face. No, I needed the key. I leaned over him, and saw a
small glimmer of brass around his neck. My thin white
hands reached for the chain.
He let out a snort, causing me to jump. He rolled
over onto his side. My chest ticked louder. I breathed
deeply, trying to steady my nerves as my hands reached
back for the necklace, the clasp now fully displayed. I
unfastened it, slowly sliding the chain from around his
neck.
He made a sound again, but I already held the
tiny brass key and was moving at speed.. Once on the
other side of the door, I stopped, gasping, against the
wall.
Cyrus whispered, approvingly. “Now let’s be
gone.”
We made our way along the landing, down
another flight of stairs that led to the main entrance. It
was locked. Cyrus pushed me aside. “Trick of my trade,
this,” he said, opening the door with a pin.
I hesitated for only a moment on the front step
that led out onto the quiet road. We had no money, nor
any place to call home. But I was the master of the key
to my own heart, and with the cool metal pressed against
my palm like a talisman, we stepped out onto the street,
and disappeared into the night. r

continued on Page 11

Two Out of Three
Will Ellwood

Thomas threw the empty bottle away. It hit gravel laid
over the roof and broke. “What am I going to do?” He
opened a second beer and started to drink it.
Twenty-three floors below him, people were
returning to their flats from nights out. Aggressive shouts
from a fight echoed upwards from the street.
“I don’t know. Sitting on this roof and getting
drunk seems good,” Russell said, draining his beer bottle,
and then throwing it away.
“It’s so sudden.”
“Isn’t it always?”
“But it’s part of the plan,” admitted Thomas.
“The plan?”
Thomas leaned back in his garden chair. “The
plan. The plan is that by the time I’m twenty-seven I am
going to have a wife, a kid, and a job for life. I made this
promise to myself when I was seventeen.”
“Well it looks like you’ll at least have one of
those,” Russell said, laughing.
“Looks that way.”
“You and Liz could get married too.”
“Maybe.”
“Why not? You’ve been together for years.”
“We have.”
“So what’s the problem?” asked Russell. “You
two should do it. You’d get a bigger flat from the council.
I read in The Sun that the government wanted more
people to marry.”
“The problem is: I don’t know.”
“Don’t know what?”
“Well, just before Liz got pregnant, we had a row.
She left the flat after and I don’t know where she went.”
“That was when you told everyone she’d gone to
visit her dying uncle, wasn’t it?”
“Yeah.”
“We didn’t believe you; I didn’t anyway.”
Thomas shrugged. “I didn’t expect anyone to.
It was just easier than explaining what had happened.”
“So Liz came back, and you think that she went
off with someone else while she was gone. You think the
kid ain’t yours.”
A police car drove past the tower on the street
below. Siren and lights on with kids hurling abuse and
stones as it went past without stopping.
“There’s that. But that doesn’t bother me so much.
Even though I guess it should. Don’t know why. She doesn’t
want to leave here. We’ve talked about moving away. That
was what we argued about. There’s fuck all here for me.
And it’s not like I can’t get work elsewhere as a mechanic.
But there’s nothing here. I’ve been looking forever.
Truthfully I don’t know why, but I want to leave the estate.”
“Really? You want to leave where you grew up?
Where would you go? It’s not like there are many other
places for us in the city. We’re stuck on the estate forever.”
“I don’t want to end up like my dad, down the
pub every night and doing nothing all day. If that means
leaving the estate, then I’m going to leave it somehow.
And this kid, I want the best for it, and that ain’t here.”
“Why not? What’s wrong with here? Going down
the pub every night sounds good. Sounds fun. Better
than sitting up here in the cold. And what about us? What
about your family?”
“Sure, fun; except I have a kid on the way. The
little bastard is coming, and I want the best for him.
Even if he isn’t mine,” Thomas said. He stood up, and
threw the empty bottle at the pile of broken ones. “I was
thinking of joining the Army.”
Russell said nothing.
“It’s a job. And it’s away from here.”
“But there’s a war on. You’ll get blown up in some
dusty shithole by rag-head terrorists,” replied Russell.
“I don’t seem many other options. I’m a mechanic.
I can fix things,”
“Does Liz know about this?”
“Yeah.”
“What does she think?”
“I don’t know. She saw the leaflets on the floor,
and I told her, but she had to go to work.”
“Do you think she’s happy about this idea?”
“Fuck knows. Probably not.”
“And that’s why you can’t marry her?” Russell said.

“Among other reasons.”
There are a million joys waiting for me in far
“Well at least you’ve got a baby on the way. That’s corners of the world. I shan’t know what each new day
pretty cool.”
will bring.
“It is,” Thomas said, standing up. “I’ll see you
I know you think me eccentric, but I am now free
later. I’ve got to sign on tomorrow; I need to sleep.” from routine, possessions, boredom, monotony.
Thomas walked towards the door that went
Life is out there, waiting.
inside. Russell waved. “Night. I’m going to sit up here
At last I become myself.
and have a smoke.”
In the envelope she finds the title deeds and keys.
Lastly, there is a Polaroid, taken by a passing
When he walked out of the tower block the next morning, stranger, one of many new friends. You are standing in
Thomas smelt the pungent smell of legalized weed, and front of a departures board at a large airport. A hundred
Russell was leaning against the bus shelter next to the new places vying for your attention, tempting you with
road holding a plastic bag.
their exotic names.
“What’s in the bag?” asked Thomas, as he
She sees the peaceful smile, undaunted by the
approached the shelter.
journey ahead. On one arm you hold the travel bag, she
“Some films.”
strains to make out the small object you’re holding in the
“Anything good?”
other arm. Peering closely she sees: It’s an antique china
“Nah. I’m just about to go trade them in.”
doll.
“Oh right. I’m just heading into town as well.
Gotta sign on.”
After years of kleptomania and consumerism, Catherine Digman
“Yeah, you said last night.”
is selling-off and giving away everything she no longer needs(which
A police drone circled low overhead watching is a lot of stuff). Go to the “Project Snail” page on Facebook for
the estate. The City bus stopped for the two. Thomas more details or to earmark anything you want! r
put some money down on the driver’s tray and bought a
ticket. He went to the back of the bus. Russell waved for
the security camera and put his money down.
Russell sat in the seat in front of Thomas. “So,
did you tell Liz that you think she cheated on you?”
“No. Course not. I’m not sure I even think that.
It’s just a feeling.”
www.factorfictionpress.co.uk
The bus drove out of the estate and joined the
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main road leading into the city centre.
“Did you talk about this army thing?”
Degeneration			
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“No.”
I decide to go to the canal. Fortunately the
“You told anyone else?”
“Just you and Liz. If the interview goes well I’ll stagnant smell has disappeared so I ssslide over the soil
tell dad. He’ll be proud I reckon. He’s always going on of the waterway’s bank, occasionally pausing to watch the
about St George’s Day and stuff like that. He said that water-snakes hunting rats.
There is a tap on my back and I twine around to
he wished he’d joined the army when he was younger.”
find the girl who accidentally came to my apartment the
“Right.”
They said nothing else on the way in. Russell other day.
“Oh!” Was all I could say.
busied himself by looking at the free-newspaper that had
“Hey,” she said. “What brings you to this part of
been left on his seat. Thomas looked out the window at
the
city?”
the world passing by. The bus snaked through other high“Oh, well, see this on my back?”
rise estates until it reached the edge of the city centre.
“Wow! Is that the Najisti 560? I’ve ordered one
The bus passed under the flyover that ringed the centre.
of
the
second
generation ones; they came out today: I
It was there that Thomas had a moment of
realization; he hadn’t told anyone else, but Liz had should get it next week.”
I lowered my head, crestfallen: “Oh, that’s great.”
considered getting an abortion. She was nine weeks
“Well, gotta go! See you ‘round sometime,” she
pregnant and the limit was three weeks away. The baby
was likely coming, as Liz didn’t really like the idea of killing said, merrily. “My name’s Sasha by the way.” She smiled
her baby. He was going to have to get his life sorted. If and I watched her move over the grass and disappear
he joined the army now, he’d be earning a Private’s wage behind a mound.
before the baby was due. There’d be money for the kid, I decided I wasn’t going to let that conversation spoil my
so even if he left Liz he could still offer to help her. He’d day. I put the auto-headphones on, and listened to some
tunes in the sunshine.
have a job and a kid.
One of the sssongs from my childhood, back
The bus stopped outside a strip club across the
street from the job centre. “You coming Tom?” said when we were all human, came on.
It reminded me of what it was to have hands and feet,
Russell, who had started to walk down the aisle.
“Yeah. Just thinking. Two out of three sounds and to stand at what were now sickeningly dizzy heights.
I felt glum, so I turned around and made the
good enough doesn’t it?” asked Thomas.
decision
to watch some porn when I got back.
“I’d settle for that. Three out of three would be
My porn addiction was definitely getting worse. I
better. What are you on about?”
had
begun
with ‘sssoft’, going to ‘hard’, and now was on
Thomas stepped off the bus and onto the
the cusp of ‘extreme’.
pavement. “Never mind.” r
I also had late night sssessions of looking at
horrific
real-life gore. There were websites dedicated to
Project Snail			
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Or was it? Thoughts cycle around your head- this, displaying snakes ripped apart in accidents; cut in
What I truly need I can lift with one hand! Why am I half in wars; beheaded at crime scenes.
The guilt was tremendous, but the images touched
chained to this place?
me in a way nothing else could.
~
The next morning your sister, as she gets her kids ready In the afternoon, Sasha returned to the spot where I had
for school, finds a letter on her doormat, sent first class. met her previously, and found my Najisti 560 resting
She recognises your handwriting and tears open the upon a pile of skin, which was translucent in the sunlight.
Somewhere in my reduced mind, I urged her to
envelope. Her eyes devour the hastily scrawled letter inside.
save the device which stored my electronically fossilized
I am gifting you my house, and all that is in it.
Help yourself to whatever you fancy, and do former self.
But my instinct was to watch her from the water,
with the rest what you will; sell it, share it among friends,
only
able
to entertain compulsions to commit actions of
donate it to charity, give it to the poor.
I trust you to shred any documents you find, sex and violence upon her.
I looked down at my fins and snapped together
there is nothing there of any import.
my
razor
sharp teeth.
All that is dear to me I now hold in my own
I did not know what I had become, but I hoped
hands. I have gone on my travels, to see all that this world
the
second
generation Najisti had a water-proof edition. r
has to offer. I will write, and visit often.
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ICU

Jay Eales
You have been nudged. Nudge back?
“What? Bloody PiqAbu. No, I don’t want to
nudge back. Trying to work, here.” Dean stabbed the x,
closing the pop-up, but within seconds...
You have been nudged. Nudge back?
“Fucksake!” Why had he signed up to the damn
thing? Social networking’s all very well, but with an editor
screaming for his story by the morning, the last thing he
needed was his number one fan inviting him to join their
Nazi Hunter team. Especially when said editor is also
on PiqAbu, and can see you pissing the day away online.
You have...
He nudged back. “This’ll shut the prick up for a
bit.”
Immediately, the laptop pinged. An Instant
Message window popped open.
PIQABU
“Shit!” Hadn’t he set his status to ‘away’? “Busy.
Another time.” he typed.
“You’re supposed to put ICU.”
Dean typed “Bye”, and switched to ‘away’.
Undaunted, the IM window returned.
PIQABU
He ignored it. Maybe they would take the hint.
“You should see this” There was a Piq attachment.
“Like I’m opening that!” Dean powered down
PiqAbu for the night. Just check the urgent emails, then
nose back to the grindstone. Shouldn’t take long without
interruptions. He’d exchanged a house and girlfriend for
an empty flat and an online addiction. At least his virtual
friends didn’t judge him for his erratic hours and even
more erratic income. He missed the sex, but the internet
taketh away and also giveth.
His inbox was full of Friend requests for every
network he knew, and a dozen more he didn’t. Delete.
Delete.
The phone rang. It was his editor. Perfect. No,
Malcolm, I wasn’t fucking around on the web. After the
pleasantries, they somehow got talking about stalkerboi’s
email attachment. The editor received that earlier.
“It’s nothing special,” Malcolm said, “Some sort
of strobing lightshow. Made my eyes sting and fingers
tingle through the keyboard. Pointless. Then it tells
you you need to restart for the changes to take effect.”
“You opened it? You’re probably infected!”
“Company computer. IT’s problem in the
morning. Don’t worry, I’ll still get your email. Anyway,
I’m getting my head down. Caught myself dozing off,
and I’d been emailing God knows who. Hah! Probably
picked up that virus myself. Busy day tomorrow, editing
your story, right?”
He hung up. An all-nighter after all, Dean sighed.
PiqAbu sprang up again, unbidden. Could it do
that? A host of pop-ups from Malcolm filled the screen,
reproducing faster than he could zap them. Malcolm?
Wait! Surely he didn’t just click something that
said ‘accept’, in his panic? Something that sent fireworks
spiking from the screen. Dean furiously blinked away the
floaters, and stretched out his suddenly leaden fingers. The
viral pop-ups had stopped, at least. He carefully closed the
remaining boxes, until only one remained, tantalisingly
revealed piece by piece. Fingers tingling, he froze.
‘Restart to enable changes to take effect.’
Dean finally crashed out at 7:49am. At 7:50am,
Dean’s entire address book received his Instant Message:
PIQABU r
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The Speculators need you!
We’re having a little difficulty in deciding on a
definitive logo for the group, so in the grand
tradition of talent shows, we’d like you to vote
on your favourite. Dotted throughout the issue
are the candidates, starting with the newspaper
masthead, the “Halo” version on page 5 and
the “Rubik’s Cube” version below. You can
“speculate” as to what your reward will be,
but we must have a decisive winner. There
can be no coalition logo! Email your votes to
speculatorsleicester@gmail.com by August 31st 2010.

